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Project Documentation 

Spatial Coverage TQ5463767036 – TQ5492667059 

Administrative Area Sevenoaks District Council 

Country England 

Geology Alluvium and River Terrace Gravels over 
Chalk 

Duration 18/01/2014 – 23/03/2014 

Weather Overcast, light showers 
 

Soil Condition Damp, patches of waterlogged ground 

Land Use Pasture/Garden/Ploughed Field 

Monument Type Building 

Monument period Norman/Medieval 

Scheduled Ancient 
Monument Number 

Not scheduled 
HER Monument No. 410142 

Surveyor West Kent Archaeological Society 

Client West Kent Archaeological Society 

Related Archives  

Copyright West Kent Archaeological Society 

 

Geophysical Survey 

Survey Type Earth Resistance 

Instrumentation Geoscan RM85 

Area Surveyed 72  Grids  

Method of Coverage Regular Grid 

Traverse Separation 1 metre 

Reading Interval 1 metre 

Sampling Position .5 metre in both directions 

Grid Size 20 metre x 20 metre 

Accuracy – Spatial Grid layout may contains positioning error of 
1 metre due to vegetation obstructing tapes 
during grid positioning  

Accuracy  - Readings Automatic trigger, positioning by taped 
guide lines 
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Survey Purpose 

Geoff & Lesley Burr, members of the Market Meadow Association and West Kent 

Archaeological Society (WKAS) made a request to survey the ‘Market Meadow’ through the 

Chairman of the Market Meadow Association (founded in 1989). This association was about 

to fold and the responsibility to be transferred to the Farningham Village Hall Management 

Committee. The request to survey the site was to provide a more detailed understanding of 

the archaeology that was found during an excavation in 1973 by Kent Archaeological Rescue 

Unit, a report of which has not been published. Geoff & Lesley had conducted a metal 

detecting survey in 1986. The site is listed on the Kent HER but not scheduled. On 

completion of the initial survey area WKAS was invited to continue the survey onto the 

adjacent land owned by Ryan Carthy (Manor Farm Cottage) and William Alexander (Manor 

Farm) 

Introduction - Courtesy of Lesley Burr 

The first time the name Farningham appears is when Ralph de Fremingham (presumably 

Ralph took his name from the village where he lived), a King’s Clerk, is given permission in 

1272 to ‘stop a lane under his court and house of Frinningham and enclose it for the 

enlargement of his house and court and turn it into his own soil, so that he will make 

another lane there’.  Ralph was also granted a weekly and an Annual fair by the King which 

turned into the horse fair which ceased after WW1.  

Historian John Philipot claims that the de Freminham’s property in Farningham was 

‘fortified and fenced in’. 

Ralph died in 1287 and his manor of Farningham had been ‘taken into the King’s hands’ – it 

seems uncertain as to why. Ralph’s son and heir John was under age and so various family 

members seem to have run the de Fremingham estates. It seems that the de Fremingham’s 

became sheriffs of Kent, MP’s and Knights of the Shire. 

There is nothing on record of the de Fremingham’s demesne farm during the 14th Century. 

In 1410, the Farningham property of the de Fremingham’s was inherited by Roger Isley of 

Sundridge who died in 1429 leaving his son William as his heir. William had troubles during 

the ‘Wars of the Roses’ but he was pardoned and employed as a JP. 1461 inquiries were 

made into complaints by the people of Kent. Isley and others were accused of extortion and 

oppression and local yeoman, husbandman and labourers hunted him down and murdered 

him in Farningham (it seems as if he wasn’t a very nice guy!). He was succeeded by his 

nephew John. 

 In 1431, Hilary Harding, suggests what the Farningham landscape may have looked like, she 

mentions various of the ‘King’s Highways’ and that there would have been a few small 

houses in the village together with the ‘remains of Ralph de Fremingham’s castle, perhaps 
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with a farmhouse inside its walls’. There is not much historical evidence of Farningham 

between 1450 and 1550. 

John Isley left the Farningham lands in his will to his wife for her lifetime then to his son 

Thomas. John’s wife died in 1510 and Thomas their son in 1518. Thomas left his lands in 

‘Frennyngham …..’ to his wife and four young sons Henry, Anthony, Thomas and James. The 

lands of the de Freminghams which had gone by marriage to the Pympe family came back to 

the Isleys in 1530. The estate then passed to the Roper’s, Farningham’s great benefactors. 

The Roper’s were Catholics and a number of them met a sticky end! However, in 1554 

William Roper was made sheriff of Kent, after being imprisoned in the Tower, and later an 

MP. William Roper died in 1578. His son Anthony inherited Farningham including its manor 

among other areas. 

Anthony Roper SNR died in 1597, the monument to himself and his family can be seen in 

Farningham Church. Anthony the younger inherited the Farningham Estate from his father. 

Anthony JNR was knighted at the coronation of King James I in 1603 although he was a 

Catholic but he got into trouble with the law after the Gunpowder plot for diverting roads in 

the Farningham area mainly to due to his enclosing fields for sheep. He also seems to have 

allowed various buildings to go to ruin. Anthony JNR died in 1641. His heir was John Cotton 

his cousin. In 1662 the Hearth Tax shows the Manor House had 13 hearths. John Cotton 

seems to have sold the Farningham Manor to Sir John Beale.  

Hilary Harding believes that ‘the Roper’s Manor house was sold to Sir John Beale in about 

1660, and it is depicted on Beale’s Estate map of 1665( Figure 1) then it was a low, two 

storey building with a courtyard in the middle set back from the road in a walled enclosure 

of orchards and gardens. The great barn (The Tithe barn as is now) was off to one side, 

opposite the church and there was a gatehouse set in the wall on the road with a drive 

leading to the gabled front door.  The front wing of the house would have had the best 

family rooms, the Long Hall, the Great Parlour and the Little Parlour and the best 

bedchambers above them. ….. Then round the courtyard would be the kitchen, buttery, 

brew house and cellars, bake house, larders, dairy, servants rooms, well yard, coach house, 

stables, granary and hay house.’ Sir John Beale was made Sheriff of Kent 1664 and was 

resident in Farningham at that time. From the inventory made at the death of Sir John Beale 

the Manor House seems to be a ‘late Tudor Manor House built round a central courtyard 

and is part grand house and part farmhouse’ 

 Sir John Beale left Farningham Manor House to Anne his daughter who was married to Sir 

George Hanger.  The Hanger map 1693 (Figure 2, Enlarged View in Figure 3) shows the 

Manor House which is now a tall William and Mary type house. If the map is correct then 

the Hanger’s had built the new house on the other side of the road, but strangely there is no 

record of them actually living in Farningham at that time. The new house the Hanger’s built 

is now the current manor house. Fifty years later, the Hanger’s son William came to live in 
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Farningham and is supposed to have built yet another new house, on the Market Meadow 

site, which burnt down before it was completed.  

In ‘Archaeology in the Front Line’ and ‘Archaeological Excavations in the Darent Valley’ Philp 

discusses firstly, during the watching brief on the laying of the Dartford to Farningham 

sewer in 1972,  the discovery of a 14ft. thick brick and masonry wall that was hit by a 

mechanical digger during the digging of the pipe trench.  The wall was recorded and a 

limited excavation completed, which revealed also a broad ditch 40ft. wide and almost 10ft. 

deep that was found to contain a layer of grey mud/silt, Philp suggests that this was a 

curtain wall and the ditch a defensive moat. This wall was subsequently buried under the 

village hall car park. 

Secondly, in 1973 and subsequent years, Philp held a field school on the site and 

investigated the low mound (40m x 40m.) trenches were dug across the south, west and 

north sides. The defensive wall was found to continue but reduced in size on the south and 

west sides. The flint wall topped with bricks on the west side was constructed on top of 

massive sandstone boulders and Philp concluded that the base of this wall dated to 13th or 

14th Century and suggested different periods of construction, the latest being in 17th 

Century when a brick structure, probably part of the Manor, was built along the existing wall 

lines and the moat levelled off. 

The artefacts found range from wine-bottles (mostly of 18th Century date), wall plaster 

clearly from the ceiling with acorn decorative designs (dated to Tudor -17th Century), 

window-glass, lead, pottery, pipe-bowls and animal bones of various dates. 

The KCC HER reference: TQ 56 NW 42 ‘In 1740 William Hanger built a new house on the site 

of the old manor-house of Farningham but it was burnt down before it was finished and was 

never rebuilt. He moved to a house on the opposite side of the road – the present manor-

house. The site of the medieval and 1740 manor-house is still to be seen at TQ5473 6706 

and comprises a large building platform together with a moat, now dry. The moat has 

suffered some mutilation on the NE side, otherwise it is in fair condition, the author of the 

HER entry learned locally that archaeological excavations had taken place here. 

 In 1972 a sewer pipe was being laid out when the line cut through the N side of a mound 

and revealed not only the presumed medieval and post-medieval manor houses but also the 

curtain wall and moat relating to the hitherto unknown Farningham castle. In 1973 a joint 

excavation programme was undertaken by the Kent Archaeological Rescue Unit and the 

Darent Valley Archaeological Training School. The excavation concentrated on the SW 

corner of the mound and the moat, filled with mud silt. The curtain wall, 5 feet thick and 7 

feet high, rested on massive sandstone boulders and probably dates to the C13th or C14th. 

The C16th brick manor house had been constructed on top of the curtain wall and later 

boundary walls added.’ 
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Farningham Manor House – Notes taken from: 
‘Farningham and it’s Mill’ by Hilary Harding 
‘Archaeological Excavations in the Darent Valley’ by Brian & Edna Philp 
‘Archaeology in the front line’ by Brian Philp 
The Kent HER entry 
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Method 

The earth resistance survey was conducted over the land indicated in Figure 4 using a 

Geoscan RM85 resistivity meters with a twin probe array spaced at .5 metre. Readings were 

taken at 1metre x 1 metre intervals.  

20 x 20 metre grids were laid out by tape using canes as grid markers.  

 

The survey area consisted of 72 grids over 3 weekends.  

Survey data was processed using Snuffler freeware software. 

Processing consisted of  Edge Correction and horizontal and vertical Interpolation.  

 

 

Results 

 

Figure 5 shows the completed survey overlaying Google Earth. 

The survey highlights a number of areas of interest.  

Figure 6 indicates the areas of interest. 

 

Area A – Clear high resistance regular features likely indicating the walls and remains of the 

Medieval Manor house found during the 1973 excavations. (Also see Figure 7) 

 

Area B – High resistance feature with straight defined edges, possible building 

contemporary or post dating area A 

 

Area C – A low resistance area with clear boundaries that surrounds areas A and B would 

suggest a probable moat. 

 

Area D – High resistance lines with right angled corners would suggest a rectangular building 

 

Area E – Large area of low resistance could suggest areas of pond or water management 

associated with the Manor House at area A 

 

Area F + G – Areas of high resistance with some linear anomalies, although not as well 

defined as areas A, B and D, could be more buildings.  

 

Area H - Area of high resistance - correlates with dense heat cracked flints (pot boilers) 

 

Conclusion 

The survey has shown that the site of Farningham Manor House extends beyond the 

boundaries of the ‘Market Meadow’ area with a range of possible buildings  and associated 

features.  
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Figure 1.  

 

Beale’s Map 1665 
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Figure 2.  

 

Hanger Map 1693 
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Figure 3.  

 

Traced and Enlarged Copy of Hanger Map 1693 
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Figure 4. 

 

Market Meadow, Farningham. Extent of Site. 

Figure 5.  

 

Survey Results over Google Earth 
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Figure 6. 

  

Figure 7 . 

 

Enlarged Black and White version of Area A 


